Connectors for Fiber To The Home & Antenna

SOURIAU

Esterline Connection Technologies
Typical Applications

SOURIAU connector solutions are secure, easy-to-use and designed to meet the new technology trends and demands of FTTH and FTTA systems. From junction cabinets to direct buried installations or remote radio heads, major equipment manufacturers trust in SOURIAU.
SOURIAU offers rugged and flexible solutions designed for demanding FTTx applications.

Benefits of SOURIAU Rugged Technical Solutions

Easy Handling for Non-skilled Workforce
- Contacts protected by the connector shell
- Reinforced cable retention

Long Outdoor Life Expectancy
- Waterproof IP68/69K
- Prevention of Mud & Dust Ingress
- UV & Corrosion Resistance

Fit for Rapid Deployment
- Compatible with all standard LC & MPO contacts
- High impact and vibration resistance

No Need for Specific Overmold
- Easy to assemble backshells

UTS series
One Connector, Multiple Solutions

Multiple Fiber - Signals - Power

UTS LC
UTS MPO
UTS Signal
UTS Power
SOURIAU solutions are robust and simple to use while reducing implementation, maintenance and sourcing costs for FTTx installers and equipment/harness manufacturers.

**Cost Effective**
- Standard optical contacts: quickly available from multiple suppliers
- Easy and quick to install
- Tool free, no training required.

**Rugged and User-friendly**
- Easy manufacturing of pre-terminated harness: no overmolding required
- Contacts are protected by the connector shell: no damage of optical contact during installation!
- Can be buried directly underground.
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[SOURIAU solutions are robust and simple to use while reducing implementation, maintenance and sourcing costs for FTTx installers and equipment/harness manufacturers.]